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Conformational enhancement of fidelity
in toehold-sequestered DNA nanodevices†
Antoine Bader and Scott L. Cockroft *
The operation of DNA nanodevices is often limited by erroneous
strand displacement. Here we demonstrate simple design principles
that reduce such leakage by up to two orders of magnitude.
Enhanced operational robustness against multiple spurious inputs
was obtained by simply relocating toehold overhangs to external
locations and strengthening adjacent G–C clamping.
The unique properties of DNA molecules allow the engineering
of complex information-processing networks. Toehold-mediated
strand-displacement reactions often constitute the mechanism of
choice for the operation of DNA nanodevices.1 Strand displace-
ment involves two fully or partially complementary strands hybri-
dising together, leading to the subsequent dehybridisation of one
or more auxiliary strands.2 It is facilitated by complementary
toehold regions that act as a recognition site for the binding of
a strand that initiates a subsequent strand-displacement process.
Strand-displacement reactions have been exploited in DNA logic,3
DNA-based chemical reaction networks4 and neural networks,5 as
well as molecular switches and machines.2a,6 A major issue often
encountered in strand-displacement-based systems is leakage,
which occurs when a response is produced in the absence of
the appropriate input. To tackle this problem, duplex stability can
be increased by using G–C clamps at the duplex termini and the
addition of magnesium ions to the media. Furthermore, gel
electrophoresis allows the separation of a DNA complex of interest
from a pool of structurally defective assemblies that could be
prone to leak.3b An alternative strategy that may be employed is
the use of a downstream threshold gate to consume the leak.3g,7
In such an approach, the threshold gate provides a thermo-
dynamic trap that rapidly binds the leaked signal strands,
meaning that a downstream gate may only be activated once a
pre-determined signal threshold concentration is exceeded. Other
strategies include the use of mismatches,8 remote toeholds,9
entropic effects,10 and even unnatural modifications11 to control
hybridisation kinetics, specificity, or the spatial segregation of
DNA components within a circuit.12
Mechanical deactivation of toeholds constitutes another
method for regulating strand-displacement reactions. In this
case, the toehold required for the strand-displacement reaction
is mechanically sequestered in a duplex and is only revealed
after the introduction of a specific stimulus. For example,
controllable activation and regulation of toeholds has been
achieved by simple strand-displacement reactions,3b,13 allos-
teric reconfiguration,14 and photochemical regulation.15
Here we present a systematic approach for reducing the
leakage of toehold-sequestered DNA devices. We hypothesized
that secondary structures and duplex-breathing dynamics were
Fig. 1 Operational fidelity of a toehold-sequestered device. (A) Leakage
may occur when a weakly bound toehold-sequestering strand (red) fails to
prevent a spurious input strand from invading the duplex via toehold
recognition, resulting in undesired release the output (leakage). (B) Robust
sequestering of the toehold prevents the spurious input from triggering
the device and releasing the output strand. In the present work, we
examine whether the operational fidelity of such devices can be enhanced
by relocating the overhang of a toehold-sequestering strand from an
internal to an external position.
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the main determinants of leakage in such devices. In particular,
that leakage arises from failure of the toehold-sequestering
strand to form a stable duplex within the ‘‘protected’’ toehold
region, leading to unwanted release of the output (Fig. 1).
We assembled devices in which the overhang on the toehold-
sequestering strand was either located at the nick site (internal
overhang, Fig. 1A) or at the strand terminus (external overhang,
Fig. 1B). We tested the hypothesis that the location of the
toehold overhang was critical to the fidelity of the strand-
displacement process by examining the conformational proper-
ties of DNA assemblies containing internal vs. external over-
hangs using the NUPACK software package (Fig. 2),16 OxDNA
molecular dynamics simulations (Fig. 3),17 and an electro-
phoretic gel mobility assay (Fig. 4). A general improvement in
the fidelity of toehold sequestered devices by repositioning the
toehold overhang was demonstrated by testing the assemblies
against a challenging series of fully complementary spurious
inputs with different toehold binding energies (Table S1, ESI†)
and by varying the sequence flanking the nick site (Fig. 5).
DNA molecules can undergo spontaneous local reconfiguration
at temperatures below the DNA melting temperature. We hypothe-
sised that this process, defined as DNA breathing,18may transiently
reveal a few bases of a toehold-binding domain, leading to
unwanted strand invasion and premature strand-displacement
of an output (leakage). We further speculated that the presence
of an internal overhang (Fig. 1A) could be detrimental to the
overall stability of the toehold-sequestered duplex region, and
thus induce leakage. Such an influence could be manifested
through steric or electrostatic repulsion, or a combination of
both. The online nucleic acid design tool, NUPACK was used
to evaluate the probability of fraying at the NNNNN region
adjacent to the nick site (Fig. 1 and 2).19 NUPACK implements
an empirical model that describes nucleic acid secondary
structures. It relies on DNA nearest-neighbour parameters
derived from numerous UV melting experiments to describe
DNA polymers and oligomers.20
NUPACK indicated that the probability of base pairing in the
NNNNN region increased when the overhang was relocated
from an internal position to an external position, even when the
duplex-forming sequences were otherwise identical (Fig. 2A vs.
2B). This effect is particularly striking in the absence of G–C
clamps (NNNNN = AATTT), since any additional base-pair
stabilisation appeared unable to balance the destabilisation
induced by the presence of the overhang. Base-pairing prob-
ability was predicted to increase substantially the further the
base-pair was positioned away from the nick site. Adding G–C
clamps adjacent to the nick site (NNNNN = CCGTG; CCGCG)
increased base-pairing probability for both internal and exter-
nal overhang structures. These calculations suggest that strong
G–C clamping could mitigate the destabilising effect of an
internal overhang, and thus reduce leakage. Additionally, these
results suggest that relocating the overhang from an internal to
an external position could also help to tackle leakage.
To further investigate and compare the stability of the assem-
blies presenting an internal or external overhang, coarse-grained
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using
oxDNA.17b,21 The simulations found that the external-overhang
assemblies adopted a linear, fully stacked conformation across
the nick site (arrows in Fig. 3B), whereas the internal-overhang
assemblies were kinked at the nick site (arrows in Fig. 3A). The
added flexibility in the internal-overhang devices results from
destabilisation of the duplex through repulsive steric and electro-
static influences, resulting in the loss of stacking interactions.
Moreover, these simulations also revealed the possibility of duplex
breathing at the nick site, which would lead to transient unravel-
ling of nucleotides that might act as a site for the undesired
initiation of strand displacement.
Further evidence for the added flexibility of internal-overhang
devices compared to external-overhang devices was provided by
polyacrylamide gel electrophoretic mobility shift assays performed
under both native and denaturing conditions (Fig. 4A and B,
respectively).22 Under native conditions, internal- and external-
overhang assemblies presented similar mobilities, owing to the
stabilising effect of magnesium ions on the stacked conforma-
tion. The slight retardation of internal-overhang structures
can be rationalised as arising from a kinked conformation.
Fig. 2 Probability of base-pairing between two complementary bases
predicted by NUPACK.
Fig. 3 Minimised structures of the toehold-sequestered devices deter-
mined using oxDNA molecular dynamics simulations. Base stacking at the
nick location (black arrows) is disrupted by an internally overhanging
sequestering strand (red), which perturbs the conformation of the DNA
structures compared to those with an external overhang. Sequences are
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This retardation is increased in the presence of urea, which is
known to increase the bending of a dsDNA fragment at the nick
site.22 This causes a decrease in the mobility of the internal-
overhang species due to reduced stabilisation from coaxial
stacking. In contrast, the mobility of each of the external-
overhang assemblies was identical, consistent with the stacked
conformation of these structures being conserved, irrespective of
the presence of urea.
The robustness of all toehold-sequestered devices was then
assessed experimentally by challenging them with a series of fully
sequence-matched spurious inputs of different lengths (Fig. 5).
Gates were first annealed (90 1C for 5 min followed by slow
cooling to 5 1C over 2 h), and subsequently incubated (room
temperature for 18 h) with deactivated inputs lacking the toeholds
required for strand displacement. These steps eliminated
the formation of incorrectly assembled gates.3b The correctly
assembled gates were then purified by gel electrophoresis before
being challenged by the addition of spurious input sequences.
Native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and staining was used
to quantify any resulting leakage (Fig. S2 and Tables S2, S3, ESI†).
Interrogation of a gate by a given spurious input was repeated four
times on four different gels to evaluate the standard deviation for
each dataset. Analysis of gel band intensities was permitted by the
similarity of the lengths of the different strands.8b This allowed
the observed leakage yield arising from unwanted displacement of
the output by the spurious input to be determined. The leakage
yield was calculated as wn = [Xn]/([Xn] + [Dn]), where [Xn] and [Dn] are
the band intensities of the leak-induced duplex product Xn and
the intact toehold-sequestered device Dn, respectively. The data
presented in Fig. 5 shows that the external-overhang structures
were always more resistant to spurious input invasion compared
to internal-overhang structures (black/grey vs. purple). This
demonstrated the decisive importance of the positioning of the
toehold-sequestering strand overhang.
Indeed, the presence of the overhang at the nick site is
detrimental to the stability of the assembly and reduces the
stacking interactions between the adjacent strands due to the
sterically induced kinked conformation. Such instability reveals
an undesired, transient toehold at the nick position. Overall,
shifting the overhang from the internal nick site to the duplex
terminus decreased the leakage by a factor of up to 26. Moreover,
the amount of leak generally decreased as the length and there-
fore specificity of the spurious input decreased (series of Inputa to
Inputd). Deletion of five bases at the 30-end of the input strand
(Inputsb–d vs. Inputa) converts the displacement mechanism from
a full strand displacement to a toehold-exchange process,23 which
further reduces the thermodynamic favourability of the hybridisa-
tion between spurious input and target. Finally, increasing the
stability of the NNNNN-containing duplex adjacent to the nick site
also reduced leakage by maintaining duplex integrity though a
combination of stabilising H-bonding and stacking interactions.
The combination of relocating the overhang to an external site,
G–C clamping adjacent to the nick site, and reducing the length of
the spurious inputs reduced leakage from 28% for the leakiest
device to 0.3% for the most robust one, with the secondary
structure appearing to be a key factor in enhancing the fidelity
of such devices. One limitation of the data presented in Fig. 5
is that the method employed only provides leakage yields at the
end of a set time-course; real-time monitoring of displacement
kinetics provides the most thorough means of quantifying strand
displacement.23
In conclusion, we have used computational modelling and
experimental gel-shift assays to examine conformational
influences on the fidelity of toehold-sequestered DNA nanode-
vices that operate via strand-displacement mechanisms. The
conformational stability of DNA assemblies was demonstrated to
be critical to the extent of unwanted strand leakage. The presence
of an overhang at the nick position induces a conformational
change that disrupts stacking interactions and destabilises the
assembly, making it less robust to unwanted strand invasion.
Thus, relocating the toehold overhang from an internal to
an external location decreased leakage by a factor of up to 26.
Indeed, toehold relocation was found to play a dominant role in
improving device fidelity compared to variation of either the
spurious input or clamping sequence. Furthermore, combining
Fig. 5 Spurious input-induced leakage in internal (black/grey) and external
(purple/pink) toehold-sequestered devices determined using polyacrylamide
electrophoresis (Fig. S1, S2 and Tables S2, S3, ESI†). Relocating the overhang
on the toehold-sequestering strand from an internal to an external position
always reduces the extent of undesired leakage, irrespective of the spurious
input (x-axis) or NNNNN clamping sequences (A to C). In addition, toehold
location plays a dominant role in improving device fidelity compared to
variation of either the input or NNNNN clamping sequence.
Fig. 4 Electrophoretic mobility shift assay under (A) native and (B) 6 M
urea-denaturing conditions showing increased mobility of three different
external-overhang assemblies (L5 to L7) relative to three different assem-
blies with internal overhangs (L2 to L4). Relative mobility ratios (0.71–0.82)
indicated below the bands were calculated by dividing the migration
distance of the band relative to a 55bp duplex internal standard. The
variation of mobility in internal-overhang species results from increased
destabilisation at the nick site in the presence of urea. Such an effect is not
observed for external-overhang species, indicative of a fully stacked, and
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the external-overhang design with shortened spurious inputs and
strong G–C clamping at the nick site dramatically reduced leakage
from 28% to only 0.3% in otherwise sequence-matched devices.
The modularity of DNA-based devices means that these simple
design principles can be widely exploited to enhance the opera-
tional fidelity of any strand-displacement-based DNA device.
The relocation of toehold overhangs to external positions is parti-
cularly easy to incorporate into existing strand-displacement net-
works, since the information-containing target sequences do not
need to be changed, just rearranged. In contrast, the benefits of
shortened spurious inputs and strong G–C clamping adjacent to
toehold sites necessitates that these design principles are consi-
dered at an early stage of sequence design. Our findings highlight
the importance of architectural considerations in the design of
robust signal-responsive DNA structures.
We thank the ERC starting grant no. 336935, for financial
support.
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